Infinity Cemetery LLC ∞ 13360 Rose Creek Rd, Bozeman MT 59715
Receipt for Conveyance of a Natural Burial Cemetery Burial Privilege
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Received, $_______________________ (a $9999.00 value) on (date) ___________, from Client(s):
Name(s)______________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________
Email address: ____________________________ Phone: ______________________________ for
a Cemetery Burial Privilege for the Green Burial Space of one set of natural remains, for
(Deceased): ___________________________________________ Date of death: ___/___/_____. at
Infinity Cemetery, 13360 Rose Creek Road, Bozeman Montana. This purchase gives a guaranteed
title to the Natural Burial Cemetery Burial Privilege to the above named Client, and is not subject to
refund as per MCA 37-19-827, nor to any price modification at time of delivery or need, but is
subject to the terms of conditions and limitations as listed on the Conveyance of a Cemetery Burial
Privilege, and to the following (or as later amended at infinitycemetery.com):
Rules and Regulations of Infinity Cemetery LLC ∞ 03/21/2018
1.Infinity Cemetery is a place of peace, harmony and great natural beauty, where remains can
finally rest in peace, forever. Only Green Burials are allowed at all Infinity Cemetery Burial Sites.
2.A Green Burial Space will be used only once, for the burial of remains delivered to Infinity
Cemetery. By prepaid arrangement adjoining burial spaces may be reserved. Pets are allowed.
3.After burial, all Green Burial Spaces are fully restored to their natural condition, and are soon
essentially invisible, with no separation from the surrounding beauty. The remains are thus
completely returned to nature, and are maintained solely by Infinity Cemetery LLC, in the natural
pristine condition of typical wildland of their location – with only native vegetation. No nonnative vegetation transplants are allowed.
4.No surface markers or memorials of any kind are allowed within Infinity Cemetery to differentiate
graves from the surrounding undisturbed, pristine environment. Infinity Cemetery LLC privately
records the exact location of each Green Burial Space with latitude and longitude coordinates, to
prevent reuse.
5.Visitors to the general area of the Green Burial Spaces are welcome, but by prior appointment
only. Visitors must be physically fit and capable of navigating the steep, mile-high elevation,
mountainous terrain and rough ½ mile loop hiking trail on foot. The Infinity Cemetery Staff
reserves the right to refuse access to anyone at any time for safety reasons.
6.Infinity Cemetery is a vibrant, thriving natural community and wildlife habitat Nature Preserve,
on steep mountainside terrain that includes virgin Douglas-fir forest, aspen woodland, shrubs and
grassland. Visitation is limited by appointment to respect the wildlife habitat. There are resident
moose, elk, two species of deer, black bears, bobcats, mountain lions and many other native
species on the property. All visitors are respectfully requested to please keep to designated trails
and visitor areas, silence electronic devices and to please keep all pets on leash at all times.
7.Included with each Conveyance of a Cemetery Burial Privilege is one optional Virtual Online
Memorial Page of up to 100 MB, in the name of the deceased, to be hosted as a permanent
memorial or tribute to the deceased by Infinity Cemetery LLC at infinitycemetery.com. The use of
a Memorial Page is subject to moderation by Infinity Cemetery LLC. Toxic, offensive, illegal and
abusive content will be removed without notice. For security purposes, all Memorial pages will be
locked after 90 days from initial creation, but may be unlocked upon verified request by
designated Clients or assigns, for editing or revision, for a period of one year. After one year the
initial memorial page will be locked and preserved forever. Additional information may be added
to a locked Memorial Page by Clients or designated heirs or assigns, up to a maximum of 100
MB, by arrangement with Infinity Cemetery. Please contact us as needed at:
director@infinitycemetery.com or 406-585-1818.
Thank you for choosing Infinity Cemetery: Return to Nature ∞ Honored Forever.

